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Welcome
Alexa, ask k.i.t library to start presentation
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Amazon Ec(h)osystem
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Amazon Echo: Amazon.com Link 
Amazon Echo Show: Amazon.com Link 
Amazon Echo Dot: Amazon.com Link 
Computer Mouse, Echo Dot (2nd Generation), Echo (2nd Generation), Echo Plus 
(1st Generation)
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alexa built in devices
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Headphones: Amazon.com Link 
Alexa-Enabled 2-Port USB Car Charger :  Amazon.com Link 
Amazon Fire Tablet: Amazon.com Link 
BMW’s Alexa integration gets it right: Amazon.com Link 
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What Alexa can do for you
Wake-up-word & Action 
Build in functionality (Time, Weather, News, Wikipedia) 
Play Radio 
Access Amazon Services (Amazon Music, Audible, Orders)
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Limitations
Can’t speak multiple Languages 
Doesn’t work without stable internet 
Does something you didn’t want 
No list of all commands it understands 
Can’t distinguish between persons (not now)
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Extending Alexa - Skills (Apps)
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Screenshot - Alexa Skill Store (U.S. Version)
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Extending Alexa - Hardware
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Smart Plug: Amazon.com Link 
Smart Thermostat: Amazon.com Link 
Netgear Arlo Camera: Amazon.com Link 
Philips Hue: Amazon.com Link
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Extending Alexa - Hardware
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LG TV with Alexa: Amazon Link 
AmazonBasics Microwave: Amazon.com Link 
NissanConnect Services Skill with Amazon Alexa: NISSAN U.S.A. 
The First Intelligent Heated Jacket: Kickstarter 
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Own Library Skill
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How Alexa Skills work
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Converts Speech to text and 
identifies Skill
Speech
Speech Text
Text & ImageSpeech & ImageSpeech & Display
Library Skill
Converts text to speech
User Echo Device Alexa Cloud
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Language & Invocation Name
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Intent
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Utterances / SeatFinderIntent
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Slots
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Slots
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Backend
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Test
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Finalising
- Logo  
- Description 
- Example Sentences 
- Disclaimer (optional) 
- Submit for Approval
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Analytics
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Main Lessons learned
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- 6 Months online 
- GDPR Restrictions  
- Debugging is a pain 
- “Library”
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Outlook
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New Devices 
Location API 
People are buying and using voice devices like crazy
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Summary
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Pros 
- very cheap devices (or already included) 
- fast development 
- simple question 
- future versions 
- developer support 
Cons 
- developer support 
- no multiple language support 
- every language needs own configuration 
- only text and images 
- unclear gdpr
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Questions
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michael.skarupianski@kit.edu 
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